
 
 

 

What is TOP and how can I access it? 

TOP stands for Thesis Online Platform. It facilitates and supports the thesis process and is used for 

submission and assessment of proposal, thesis and defence. 

You can access TOP via the site https://top.rsm.nl and login with your ERNA credentials (including 

the ‘@eur.nl'. 

When do I use TOP? 

You will use TOP to submit your (resit) proposal and your (resit) thesis. The document must be a 

pdf file and it may not be larger than 12 MB.  

What happens after I have submitted a proposal or thesis? 

Your coach and co-reader will assess your proposal and thesis and award a pass (admitting you to 

the next stage) or fail (after which you can participate in a resit).  

They will record the assessment in TOP accompanied by additional comments. You will receive 

their assessment and comments through an automated email. You will also be able to see their 

assessments and comments online. 

The Exam Administration will also receive the assessments and register them in OSIRIS. 

What is the exact time of the deadline? 

The exact time is 23:59hrs (CET) unless the thesis coordinator has specified it differently. 

How long do coach and co-readers have to assess? 

Coach and co-readers have two weeks to assess your proposal and your thesis. 

What happens after the defence? 

Your coach and co-reader will fill in a grading form in TOP with their assessment of your thesis and 

defence. You will receive their assessment and comments through an automated email. You will 

also be able to see their assessments and comments online (top.rsm.nl).  

The Exam Administration will also receive the assessment. The result will be registered in OSIRIS 

within a few working days. 
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What can I edit in TOP? 

You can edit your thesis title and keywords. You can do this when you submit your proposal, and 

once again when you submit your final thesis. Other changes can only be made by your thesis 

coordinator (for instance a change in coach or co-reader). 

When do I receive an email? 

You will receive an automated email at the following moments: 

- When your thesis coordinator has created your record in TOP 
- When your coach and co-reader have assessed your (resit) proposal 
- When your coach and co-reader have assessed your final (resit) thesis to determine if you 

can be admitted to the defence 
- When your coach and co-reader have filled in the grading form after the defence 

 

Which assessments are registered in OSIRIS? 

The Exam Administration will register the following: 

- Pass / fail for (resit) proposal 
- Pass / fail for the (resit) thesis (constitutes permission to proceed to the defence) 
- The final thesis grade 

 

Does TOP schedule the defences? 

No. The scheduling of defences is the joint responsibility of student, coach and co-reader. In some 

programmes the thesis coordinator assigns ‘defence days’ well in advance. 

My thesis needs to remain confidential. How do I arrange this?  

Please contact the Examination Board (Mandeville building T5-41) for the confidentiality form. 

Do I need to evaluate the thesis trajectory? 

Yes, it is compulsory to evaluate the thesis trajectory, your coach and co-reader before you can 

submit your final thesis. When you are about to submit you will be given a link to the questionnaire. 

After you have filled this in, you are able to submit the final thesis.  

Your coach and co-reader will NOT have access to your input until your thesis trajectory is finalized 

and the grade has been registered. You are expected to provide comprehensive and professional 

feedback.  
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I’ve accidentally uploaded the wrong version of my final thesis or proposal. What do I do? 

Please contact your thesis coordinator. 

I’ve missed the deadline and TOP won’t let me submit. What do I do? 

Please contact your thesis coordinator. Please note that late or no submission will disqualify you for 

participation in the remainder of the trajectory.  

Who can I contact with questions about TOP? 

Please contact the helpdesk on the 3rd floor of the Mandeville building (T3) with any malfunctions, 

such as not being able to login, not being able to upload, etc. 

Please contact your thesis coordinator about questions related to the thesis process, deadlines, 

changes in coach or co-reader and so on. 

Please contact the Examination Administration (e.rsm@oos.eur.nl) if assessments do not appear in 

OSIRIS.  
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Annex I Screenshot overview screen 
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Annex II Screenshot proposal upload screen 
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Annex III Screenshot thesis upload screen (detail) 

 


